
  

1. Find Your Class Art Board 
 - Teachers post their name on their board with a  
 piece of paper OR their Art Start banner/sign from  
 years past 
 - Your board is usually found in the hallways   
 leading to your child’s class 
 - Classes in portables have the hallway to the B pod 
 - Can’t find yours? Ask! 

2. Map It Out 
 -If you have a single board not shared with anyone,  
 great… move on to step 3!  
 - If you have a long board, shared by several teachers, 
 try to measure it out so each teacher has equal   
 presentation space. 
3. Gather Supplies 
 -Roll paper (in small production room) 
 -Boarders (can be in either production room and there 
 is a limited supply in art start room) 
 - Can’t find boarders? 
  - Make your own with production room paper.  
  - Cut paper lengthwise into 2 inch strips 
  -Staple strips end to end around designated   
  boarder 
 -Stapler (production rooms and art start room) 

Art Start 
  Board Prep: How to  

Set Up



4. Hang Your Teacher’s Banner or 
Sign 

 - Hang in a place that allows for maximal use of board 
 space for kids art 
5. Things to Consider: 
 -Color coordinate roll paper to boarder 
 -Consider neutral colors to allow student’s art to be  
 the focal point of the display 
 -Ask: Does your teacher’s sign/banner need    
 refreshing? 
  -If so, feel free to create a new one with their  
  permission 
 -Consider making name tags for all the students in  
 your class to post under their art 
  -This keeps the look uniform 
  -You can use them with each project posted 
  -The kids will then get the much deserved   
  credit for their work 
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